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1. Introduction
Since the discovery of CP violation in the neutral-K system [lj, 

there have been many theoretical attempts to explain and understand it. 
Especially notable are the suparweak model of Wolfenstein [2], the six- 
quark model of Kobayashi and Maskawa (KM) [3], and the Higgs-induced 
CP-violation models of Lee [4] and Weinberg [5). Many of these proposals 
are attractive and, indeed, remain viable. However, none of them really 
explains the origin of CP violation. To some extent it is always put 
in by hand. For example, in the KM model, one arbitrarily assumes the 
fermion-Higgs couplings to be complex, whila in the Lee and Weinberg models 
there is an arbitrary choice of Higgs self-couplings that leads to spon
taneous CP-violation. Whatever the correct mechanism may be, one would 
very much like to understand the dynamical origin of the CP-violation 
phases.

Equally serious, and more immediate, is the problem of strong CP 
violation induced by QCD instanton effects [6). The very attractive 
Peccei-Qulnn proposal for eliminating strong CP violation inevitably 
leadc to an axion [7], and the existe ê of this particle has, apparently,
been ruled out experimentally [8]. Thus, one expects a neutron electric

*** 2 *16 — dipole momant d^^em^sin9/M^^10** sin5^-cm, where 9*9+argdetniq, 9
is the QCD vacuum angle and is the quark current-algebraic mass
matrix [9]. Experimentally, d^<10 ^e-cm[10], so that a successful

-  - 8  -8 model must explain why 9^10 or, equivalently, why Imm^/Rem^^lO .
There is no natural way to understand such a small parameter in the
currently popular models of CP violation. We view this as a serious
deficiency of QCD as well as of the otherwise successful standard
electroweak theory [11].



Dynamically broken electroweak gauge theories provide a natural 
explanation for the origin Of weak CP Violation and, possibly, for the 
absence of strong CP violation [12]. The proposal we describe here 
requires nothing beyond the new gauge interactions already deemed 
necessary for a realistic electroweak theory with dynamical symmetry 
breaking [13-15].

Spontaneous CP violation can occur when we carry out Dashen's pro

cedure to identify the correct chiral-perturbative vacuum [17]. Whether 

this happens is determined in principal by only the gauge group and fermion 

representation content of the theory. If CP invariance is spontaneously 

broken, CP violation in the electroweak sector will be exactly as in the 

KM model, and the origin of-the phases-will be understood to be the 

alignment of the vacuum symmetry group within the full chiral flavor 

group. On the other hand, although there are no nonzero vacuum angles, 

strong CP violation is not automatically avoided [18]. We state a 

mathematical criterion for the absence of strong CP violation; if it is

satisfied, CP-nonconserving phases in the quark mass matrix are naturally
-9suppressed by a factor of order 10 . Together with additional CP-non-

conserving phases in the new gauge interactions responsible for explicit 
chiral symmetry breaking [15,16], these produce a neutron electric 
dipole moment of order 10 ^  - 10 ^  e-cm. This moment is 4-6 orders of 
magnitude larger than in the standard.KM model [19], and within the range 
of experiment in the next few years [20].

We also suggest a class of models in which strong CP violation may be 
absent. If this new proposal can be realized, all mixing angles and CP- 
violating phases appear in the "up" sector of the theory. This has the 
added benefit that the new gauge interactions do not mediate {AS} = 2
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processes and, in particular, off-diagonal terms in the K°-K** mass 
matrix are controlled by electroweak interactions, as usual. In this 
scenario, D^-S^ mixing may be large enough to be detected with, say, 
the new Mark III detector to be Installed at SPEAR.

Before describing the details of our proposal, a brief review of 
the general structure of dynamically broken electroweak gauge theories 
is in order. For a more complete discussion, see Refs. 13-16 and the 
review of Lane and Peskin [21].

2. The Structure of Dynamically Broken Electroweak Gauge Theories
These theories are based on gauge interactions only, without elementary 

scalar fields and without fermion bare mass terms. In addition to the 
familiar color [Ĝ  = SU(3)] and electroweak [G^*=SU(2)8U(1)3 interactions, 
a new gauge Interaction ["hypercolor," with gauge group G,J is re- 
quired [13,14]. We believe that ordinary color interactions become strong 
at a scale ^ GeV, dynamically triggering the spontaneous breakdown
of quark chiral symmetries. By analogy, it is assumed that G„ interactions 
are asymptotically free, that they grow strong at a scale A^^l TeV, and 
that this triggers the spontaneous breakdown of "hyperfermion" chiral 
symmetries. It is this dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, in concert 
with the Higgs mechanism [22,23], which results in the breakdown of G^

u < n  .em
A theory based on G^8Gp<&C^ interactions alone cannot be realistic.

A "sideways" gauge interaction (with group Gg) is needed to break explicitly 
all chiral symmetries not gauged by G^ [15,16]. In plain language, quarks, 
leptons, and hyperfermions must acquire non-zero current algebra masses, 
and this task is accomplished by Gg interactions. At a scale Ag"-100 TeV,



Gg is dynamically broken down to a subgroup containing G^$?Gg, and heavy
Cg gauge bosons mediate transitions between quarks and leptons on the
one hand and hyperfermions on the other. (See Fig. 1.)

It simplifies our subsequent discussion to assume that Gg commutes 
with SU(2)^ (but not U(l)^; see Ref. 15). Then all fermions--quarks, 
leptons, and hyperfermions--are contained in at most four irreducible 
representations (IR's) of Gg. More representations would imply extra 
chiral symmetries and an unwanted axion. Two of these, which we call
s sand , contain all fermions with respectively.

These two representations are equivalent. The right-handed, weak j*?osinglet
s sfermions are contained in (at most) two IR's, ^ and jQ, . Right-handed"R "Rcharge + § quarks and hyperfermions to* which they couple are contained in 

; right-handed charge quarks and their associated hyperfermions are"R
gcontained in R, ; right-handed leptons belong to one (or both?) of these °R

gtwo IR's. To avoid degenerate up- and down-quark mass matrices, & and"R
g^d^ be inequivalent. This completes our review, and we turn now Co
the basic idea of our proposal.

3. Vacuum Alignment and Spontaneous CP Nonconservation
In the effective gauge theory which describes physics well below 

100 TeV, each of the Gg representations transforms reducibly under 
Gg<$?Gg. (From now on, we may ignore leptons, which are C^3?Gg singlets.) 
Neglecting the broken sideways interactions and the weakly coupled 
electroweak interactions, the G,, 3?G- invariant effective Hamiltonian K

h U O

of quarks and hyperfertnions respects a global (chiral) flavor-symnetry 
group Ĝ .< G^ is a subgroup of G ,̂ Wien hypercolor and color grow strong.
Gj? is dynamically broken to a subgroup Ŝ . Of the many Golds tone bosons
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that result, thru are absorbed by the and Z° bosons. The remaining
ones acquire mass from the explicit chiral-symmetry-breaking perturbation
K' generated by sideways and electroweak interactions.

The G^-symmetric Hamiltonian has many degenerate vacua, parameterized
by the coset space C^/S^. If ]n) is the "standard" ground state of
with symmetry group Ŝ , then.]o(W)) = W(g)[o) has symmetry group gS^g
where W(g) represents geG^/S^. As Dashen emphasised [17], 3(' lifts the
vacuum degeneracy: The true chiral-perturbative vacuum,

]Q(U))-lim [ground state of K  +K^), is determined by minimizing the 
K ' - O  °

vacuum energy

E(W) = (Q(M)lK']n(W)> = (n]w"^-K^w]Q> . (1)

The minimum occurs at W=U. In the calculations described below, it Is
convenient to regard the vacuum ]n) (and Ŝ ) as fixed. Then, from among
all G^-equivalent perturbations K'(W)=W*^(g)K'W(g), we determine that
one which minimizes E(W); and jn)=*lim [ground state of K + U

K ' - O  °

This necessary procedure of matching the ground state to the chiral
perturbation is known as "subgroup aiignmen." [13] or "vacuum alignment" [24].

Now we see how spontaneous CP violation can arise naturally. First, 
the vacuum angles are naturally zero. To see this, suppose thatG^ and Gg, 
like Gg, are simple groups; extension to non-simple groups is straight
forward. The fact that <^8G^jCGg implies equality of the vacuum angles:

Equivalently, ^<=^(9^ + 9̂.) and 9_=%(9g-6g)s0. The absence 
of bare masses implies that 9g is unobservable, and m^y be freely rotated 
to zero. Thus, 9̂  "9^*0 and )o} is (naively) P- and T-invariant. (Note:
As we discuss below, this is not a solution to the strong CP problem [18].)
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Second, we assume that the breaking of Gg does not introduce CP noncon- 
servation, so that the effective interaction below 100 TeV is CP invariant. 
Thus, the time-reversal operations that leave )fi) and K' invariant are 
identical, and the vacuum energy is CP- and T-symmetric:

E(W) =E(W*) . (2)

This equation tells us that E has T-invariant extrema corresponding to 
real unitary transformations W. But, the minimum of E may be discretely

*degenerate, occurring at U and U /U. In that case, the true chiral
perturbation U ^!('U is not invariant under the T-opcration appropriate
to ]0), and T and CP are Spontaneously broken. This possibility was
suggested first by Dashen [17] and Lee [4).

We emphasize the naturalness of this scenario: The sideways group
Gg and the pattern of its breakdown to G^<8G^ uniquely determine the
separation of the fermion Hamiltonian into ̂  and TC'. The structure
of , i.e., the C,.<RG- representation content of fermions, uniquely 

0 H U

determines G^ and, dynamically, the vacuum symmetry groups gS^g 
And finally, %' determines whether E is minimized by a real or complex 
unitary transformation U.

Let us turn now to specific details of minimizing the vacuum energy
E. While, unfortunately, no very satisfactory model of dynamically broken 
electroweak interactions has been found, we can say quite a lot about the 
structure of the flavor group Ĝ , the form of the perturbation K', and 
the possible outcomes and phenomenological consequences of vacuum alignment.
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3.1. Global Flavor Groups, G^ and
The flavor symmetry G^ of is determined entirely by the 

G^&Gg representation content of fermions. To ensure that G^ breaks 
down to a conserved electric charge and that the successful relation 

cos 9^=1 [13,14] is maintained, it is sufficient to assume the 
following [12,24]: Withfermion fields denoted by and left-handed
(L) fields transform under G^ as isodoublets, while right-handed (R) fields 
fields transform as weak isosinglets. Hie index 0 identifies the particular 
irreducible representation ^  of G^RG^. according to which ^  transforms.
All are assumed to be complex. Hie gauge group G^^G^ acts on the 
(collective) index i. The index r labels the various flavors transform
ing as There is an even number of such flavors, r-l,...,2n .

0

The first n may be thought of as "up" flavors and the second n as5 0
"down" flavors, so long as Ĝ 3?Ĝ , commutes with G^ and vacuum alignment 
does not destroy electric charge conservation. Note that, under our 
a.* sumptions, G^$?G^ interactions are vectorial.

The flavor group of is, then,

Gf = /[[sU(2n^3SU(2np)R3U°(l)]aUA(l)'s . (3)
P

The axial-vector 1^(1) symmetries are generated by those linear combina
tions of

2n
0

^5n " Z E R r i  \  ̂ Rri " ^Lri ̂  '^Lrili fl

which have no G^- nor G^-anomalous divergence. Suppose



where (T̂ ) is the trace of the square of the hypercolor (color) generators 
in the representation (Here we are assuming the G„ is simple; other-

ri

wise there is a term T^(g^/8n^)TrF ,,'F,, for each simple non-abelian factor
p H H H

in C^.) Then the U^(l)'s are generated by

H C

j
3^ D 5n

(6)

with a (n) chosen so that

Ya^T** = ) . (7)
P p P 0

0 0

In short, all G^ generators must be C^- and G^-anomaly free; currents with 
anomalies are not regarded as generating approximate symmetries of the 
theory.

The (standard) vacuum-invariance group is assumed to be

Sf-l'f [sU(2n )yRU$(l) (9)

where SU(2n ),, is the obvious diagonal subgroup of SU(2n ). SU(2n )- .
P v  p L  p  R

This is in accord with recent work on spontaneous breaking of chiral 
symmetries of the form (3) [25). Equivalently, the standard vacuum ]o) 
is defined to be the one in which fermion bilinear condensates are
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3 3Here, is real, positive and of order A^ (Â ) for hyperfermions (quarks). 
It is understood that the operators (̂ f ̂ ) have been renormalized and

L K

that A is finite.
0

Under G^ transformations,
2n

0

^Lri 1  "prr ' ̂ Lr 'i r' = l

2n
&

< r i  * X  t r ' 4 r ' i  ' 
' = 1

where and are unitary 2n x2n matrices. 8- transformations have13 0  ̂ 8 P f
= for every o, while Ĝ ./S. is represented by the set of unitary 

0 6 t: t

matrices fW The requirement that all transformations be0 0 9 t
anomaly free means that the are subject to the modularity constraints

T^ T^
^ [ d e t W p l  " = 7j*[detWp] ^ = 1 . (11)

0 8

3.2. Chiral Perturbation,
Both sideways and electroweak interactions contribute to the explicit 

G^-breaking Hamiltonian K^. Recall that this is an effective interaction 
which (together with describes physics at energies of order 1 TeV 
and below. Thus, the Gg-contribution, K^, is obtained from an operator



product expansion in which the very massive sideways gauge bosons are
integrated out to obtain a G^ 33 G^ 6^-invariant effective interaction.
The leading G^-breaking terms in
dimension operators are suppressed by additional powers of A^! e.g.,
six-fermion terms contribute to E(W) a factor of order (A^/Ag)^10"^
times the four-hyperfermion terms. To the extent that we can ignore
contributions to the four-fermion part of involving more than one

2 2internal massive Gg-boson (these contain additional powers of gg(Ag)/8n', 
which may well be small at Ag^lOO TeV), is given by the current x current 
interaction

ab '
2Here, p<g is the massive

is a broken sideways current:

12

2 2 2sideways gauge boson mass matrix (Hg""'8g Ag)'

KL are four-fermion operators. Higher-

(sum over repeated Indices).
La Ra S SThe Hermitian G--generator matrices t and t represent @ and

'̂LC  gO , respectively. They are block-diagonal into "up" and "down"UR <*R
block? with ( t ^  ) = ( t ^  but ( t ^  ) / ( t ^  ), (at least whenP,c up p,cr^down'  ̂ p,a up p,a down
p refers to quarks and <? to hyperfermions). Because of the structure of
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Gc and S,., only the j. j„ part of contributes nontrivially to t i L K b
E(W = W^).-

A* 7P *.La .0' -ra' .JA^Rb p'
'^S " a b ^ L r ^ p ,  " g r , a s ^ L s ^ R s ^  o ^ s ^ , c ^ r ^ R r ^

+ irrelevant tenns + higher-dimension operators . (14)

' T 2 -2 -2Here, )^^ + (Hg )^^] ; repeated indices are sunmied

over; and <8Ĉ  indices are suppressed. Time-reversal invariance of 

requires

A ,La „Rb , ^La* ^Rb*

ab pr,cs a s  ,p r ab pr,cs c s ,o r

The electroweak perturbation is interesting in its own right;

indeed, until acceptable condidates for Gg and G^ emerge, it is the only

part of we can calculate with confidence. With G^ and as specified,

nontrivial electroweak contributions to E(W) do not occur until fourth

order in the SU(2) 8 U(l) couplings g^ and g^ [15,24]. Their leading
2 Acontribution to E will be 0(a"A^87!l/c%). Taking advantage of the fact that

the scale at which G^ breaks down is precisely A^, this contribution may

be calculated from [26]

2 2 3
8i g

a =  1

^ a ^ ( x )  j ^ ( y )  j ^ ( . )  j ^ ( 0 ) )

(t6)
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In Eq.(16), i A ^  is a trass leas apin-one propagator, ia a SU(2)^
current, and ia the right-handedly part of the U(l)y current. The 

20(a n̂l/a) contributions to E(W) are determined from the infrared
divergent part of the infrared cutoff is provided
ultimately by the Z°-mass. We remark that the infrared-finite terms

2of 0(o: ) involve incalculable strong hypercolor interactions.
3.3* Minimizing the Vacuum Energy
To write an explicit expression for E(W), we define first the four-

fermion condensates A and A' /by
P C  PO

per

-6 6 6, <6 / ?6 ? /6, iA' /pars ij p a r 8 k4 pp
(17)

As in Eq.(9), it is understood that the four-fermion operators have been
G., <̂ Ĝ , renormalized. A and A^ / can be related to integrals of spectral 
H L  per p0

functions for sideways currents; they arise from graphs of the type shown
in Figs. 2a and 2b. The A^; term in Eq.(17) is a G^-invariant^ contributing
a trivial additive constant to E(W). The condensate A is of order A A ,

pa  p o '3 3 2,i.e., of order A^A . The 0(a Unl/a) part of the electroweak contribution 
p a

to E(W) comes from the graph in Fig, 3 [26].
Then, apart from trivial constants, the contribution of higher dimension 

2operators, and 0((2 ) electrowcak terms, the vaccum energy is given by



Here is an SU(2),. generator, normalized to Tr(T^T^) and
P W P P 0 Qp

^Cc^^op ^   ̂ integral over a product of spectral functions--one for
the ^  part of the weak current, the other for the ifr̂ part. is of

2 2 2order o* AJAjML/a. Using Eq.(15), one readily verifies that E(W) **E(W*).
Contributions to dimension-four operators in from higher-order

2 2sideways exchanges (involving additional powers of gg(Ag)/8tr ) do not
change the structure of E(W) in any very essential way. Dimension-six
and higher operators contribute additional factors of Ŵ , but they are

-2suppressed by powers of A . The largest terms in E(W) involve inte-
b

grations over hyperfermions only. In the sideways term, these are
6 9 Anominally ̂ (1 TeV) /(100 TeV) ^(100 GeV) times group-theoretic

factors; we expect, but have not proved, that A ^  is positive. In
simple model calculations of 1^ ,̂ we find that it is positive and that
the electroweak term is comparable or somewhat less in magnitude than
the sideways term. Finally, these same calculations indicate that the

2 2 neglected 0(a ) terms are 3-10 times smaller than the 0(a M/a) ones.
The vacuum energy is to be minimized subject to the constraints

that Wp is unitary and satisfies the modularity conditions (11).
Actual minimization requires a specific model, of course. However,
an important condition on all extrema of E can be obtained from a
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simple generalization of Nuyts' method [27] of introducing Lagrange 
multipliers and extremizing the quantity

3(W;B,Vn,Vg) = E(W) + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - 1 ^ ) ]

+ iv.
H

(detW ) 0 - 1 
P if

(det W ) 0 - 1 
0

(19)

The matrices B and the real parameters ^  and v- are the Lagrange multipliers.p H U
We find that E i% staionary at W provided that

(20)

where the "mass" M is defined by 
0

,,Lt c)E
M /A != -W ----- W / /

p r r ' ^ p  p r s d W  / p s r  
ps s

(21)

W extremizes E

In particular, at the minimum W = U of the vacuum energy, is given by

" A  * I

+ 2E I  ("
o (y=l

a 3 \ /a 3
p 2 o 2 pj { 2 cr 2 oj po

(22)



R LThe separate determination of Up and Up will be explained soon. First, 
let us improve Eq.(20): It is easy to show from Eqs.(20) and (22) that

" X " .  ( T ^ H + T ^ c  ). Tr(M, - nJ)A, - 0.

Also, since Ĝ, and G- are embedded in G<,, 2 Z/n T^ = 2 Sn^T^ . Thus,H ^ p O P p P P

= , a reflection of the fact that 6g is unobservable. Eq.(20)

becomes

M  - M̂ ) A = iv- (T°- T**) 1 (23)p P p C p 0 p

Most of our remaining discussion follows from Eqs.(22) and (23).
First, we can illuminate the meaning of the mass and the

Lagrange multiplier by considering the problem of vacuum alignment
in QCD. We assume n flavors of quark q^ with G^ =* SU(n)^8SU(n)^<8Uy(l),
vacuum symnetry = SU(n)^ U^(l) corresponding to the cond<5n.sates
(Q)q. ,q-. [n) = - $..,A (A = A* > 0) , and chiral perturbation L̂t'Nts rsq q q

K q =  lp, +  S R t "  ^

with m an n x n "naive" quark mass matrix. Any vacuunt angle (0-)
L

dependence is contained in m^. W<j are to minimize

Eq(W) " (n)w"^ M/W ]Q>  ̂- Tr (mW + W*m^)A^

tsubject to the constraints that W " is unitary and unimbdular
(i.e., there is no approximate U^(l) symmetry which is spontaneously
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broken). At the extrema of E, we find

(M- M^A =ivl ,
q

where v is the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint detW <= 1 ,
and (at the minimum of Ê , in particular)

fMinimizing E determines only U = . However, M is the true
quark mass matrix, to be used in calculations of chiral symmetry

-{*breaking, and it ought to be diagonal. Since M - M is proportional 
t *to 1, M and M can be simultaneously diagonalized by a unitary Ŝ - 

transfotmation matrix V. This removes the ambiguity in U„ and tL ,
K L

tand we assume henceforth that M and M are diagonal.
Now, if v ^ 0, we know that the true chiral perturbation,

U  ̂K' U = q., M + h.c. , has a P- and T- violating part, q L K
(iv/Aq) q q , and that v/Â  vanishes as the lightest quark mass [9].
However, it is easy to see that v = 0 If m can be made diagonal, with
real positive eigenvalues, by unitary U., and U- with det U = 1: Suppose

L K

we could remove the constraint detW<= 1. Then the absolute minimum of
E would occur for and such that M is real, diagonal, and positive. 

/ /tIf detU„ U. s* 1, then v=0. With the 6̂ -dependence absorbed in m ,
K L ^

this condition for v to be zero corresponds to 9 = arg(detm) = 0.
Now return to the main problem. As in QCD, all ambiguity in

L R tH and U is removed by demanding that M and M are diagonal. This P p p 0
is a sensible prescription, especially for quarks (p = q). Indeed, we 
now argue that is essentially the same as the quark current-algebra 
mass matrix m̂  and, in particular,
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=" (v„T̂ /2A ) 1 + relative order 10  ̂. (24)C q q q

-9Immq"l!nMq+relative order 10

By definition, Hiqpp' is the coefficient of q̂  ̂9Ry' effective
low-energy interaction obtained from K' by integrating out all degrees 
of freedom (hyperfermions, hypergluons, and hard G^-gluons) above 
100 GeV.

First, notice that electric charge is conserved after vacuum 
alignment if and only if all are block-diagonal:

tjL,R Q
D,up

= ] ) (23)
^L,R

9,down;

Our assumptions on the structure of Gg-representations and of G^ and 
were designed, in part,*-to ensure t̂ at charge is conserved, and we 

assume henceforth that it is. From Eq.(22), it is clear that the 
electroweak contribution to involves only SU(2)^-index a" 3, and that 
this contribution is real for every p.

The quark mass matrix is generated mainly by the graph 
shown in Fig.lb; electroweak contributions can be ignored. In the 
same approximation that Eq.(12) is valid, the sideways contribution 
to ntq is given by

(m ) =2A . Y  (U^t^* t^ Û )A
1 o^q ^  ^  ̂ " (26)

*9+ terms of relative order 10
Here, the sum runs over hyperfermionH (^) only, and the neglected

-9terms are of order Aq/A^^lO . (Higher-order sideways exchanges,



2 2 - 2whether suppressed by powers of gc(A-)/&rr or A- , alter (M and (m )-
a q ̂  Q

in the same way.) If hyperfermions ^  have no ordinary (Ĝ ) color inter
actions, it is easy to show that A -2A„A , in which case (m (M )<,,qcr q a q o q o
up to terms of relative order 10 due to graphs in Figs/2a) and (4a) in
volving quarks alone. Allowing for the possibility that hyperfermions 
also carry ordinary color, and taking into account the usual renormaliza
tion of Aq, Ap, and Gg-vertices, it can be shown that [26J

2 2 -9Here, is a group-theoretical factor and (3p(Â /2TT)
This establishes Eq.(24). In particular, even if = 0 so that M =M ,

.$niq is not necessarily real; m^ may have an imaginary part of order 10 
times its real part. (Note, however, that if only one hyperfermion species 
contributes to and m̂ , both are real or complex together.)

Eq.(24) is of central importance to the discussion of CP violation 
which comes next. Although the effective low-energy quark Hamiltonian 
may involve additional CP-violating terms, they are at most 0(10 ) times
the quark mass term. Thus, the possibility of strong CP violation is 
controlled entirely by the magnitude of v,̂.
4. The Character of CP Nonconservation

There are three possible outcomes to the vacuum alignment problem:
(i) U = U*. In this case, CP invariance is not spontaneously

t Lbroken. M M  is a real symmetric matrix, for each o, and so U P P P
and are real orthogonal matrices also, v =0, and there is no CP p c
violation of any kind. We know one class of theories in which this 
happens, namely vectorial sideways interactions. These have

20



in  both the up and down sec to rs , hence E (W )*E(W ^),

and it can be shown that the trivial U =1 minimizes E. It is both
0 P

interesting and fortunate that vectorial theories are already ruled 
out on other grounds: Because they have an overall SU(2)^ aa well
as SU(2)^ symmetry, up-and down-quark masses are equal in pairs, and 
all Cabibbo-KM angles vanish [15,28].

(ii) U^U*, 0. In this case, strong CP nonconservation
C —occurs. As noted earlier, the CP-nonconserving term i(vJT /2A )q Yeqt- q q

in the effective Hamiltonian leads to a neutron electric dipole 
**16 Cmoment d., ̂  10** (v„T /m A ) e-cm [9], where m ^ 5MeV is the up N C q u q u

quark mass. But, it is clear from Eqs.(22) and (23) that, if 
Vg??0, its natural scale is and d^ exceeds the experimental

Qbound by 10 [10]. As far as we know, this case is a logical possi
bility: Even though all bare masses (and vacuum angles) are zero and
all symmetry breaking dynamical, there may be strong CP violation.

(iii) U^U*, 0. 16 this case, CP invariance is spontane
ously broken, but there is no large contribution to d̂ . If is

-24 -25not real, it contributes at most 10 - 10 e-cm to d̂ . Other
Cg-induced contributions to d^ include:

—(1) A CP-violating piece in the operator q. O....F q„ , where 
F ^  is the electromagnetic field. This arises from the graphs shown 
in Fig.4. Even if is real, there is no reason for these to be 
rsal unless only one species of hyperfermion appears in the inter
mediate state. Th3 contribution of Fig.5a is naturally

P,<7
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as is appropriate for generating the small u and d masses. Naively,
2 2 -21the graph in Fig. 4b contributes ^ e Sg^/Hg "" 10 e-cm to d̂ . This

estimate is wrong. Because of the dynamical nature of the hyperfermion
3 2mass, dropping off like Ajj/P above TeV[29), this graph's) con-

- 26tribution is suppressed to the same level as (d̂ ) namely 10* e-cm 
times mixing-angle factors.

(2) The Hamiltonian (Eq. (12)) contains four-quark terms in
volving products of both flavor-conserving and nonconserving Gg-currents.

***** —* LL *** ***The coefficient of terms such as u^Y^c^c^Y u^ and d^ will,
in general, be complex with phases of order one and magnitude

-10 -2 -1 -2 < 10 (GeV) . Allowing for an additional suppression of 10 - 10
due to the difficulty of finding a strange or charmed quark pair inside
a neutron, these terms are expected to give

< V 4 -quark" '  I .- '"  Gey*') ^

„ (10^3 _ 10-26) ^  (29)

Rg is another unknown mixing-angle factor.
(3) The only other source of a neutron electric dipole moment 

is the electroweak interactions. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
T -f ^matrix in the charged weak current for quarks is u U .°  ̂ q,up q,down

L RIf U is complex, then we expect that both U and U will be also, q q q
Lt LAnd if U U j contains phases which cannot be eliminated byq, up q,down ^

an anomaly-free redefinition of quark-field phases, charged weak in
teractions violate CP conservation ̂  la the KM model[3]. However,

-30

where is a mixing-angle factor and we have used Hg IOC TeV

this contributes only ^ 10 e-cm to d^ [19] .



To sum up: A variety of sideways-induced effects produce a neutron
-24 -26 6 4moment d^^lO -10 e-cm, which is 10 -10 times larger than expected

in the standard KM model. While one can think of situations in which
some of these effects vanish (Im m =*0, e.g.), it is difficult to imagine

q

that they all do so long as U is complex.
Finally, let us turn to CP violation in the neutral-K system. Elec

troweak contributions to the CP-violating parameters e and c' have been 
discussed extensively elsewhere [30], so we will concentrate on those 
due to broken sideways interactions. The nominal strength of four-quark 
terms in K'g is (lOOTeV)  ̂= 10 times (possibly) complex mixing-angle 
factors. Thus, there is negligible contribution to e' from any [As] =1 
terms appearing in . if [&s] = 2 terms occur, especially a.V.d-S-Ŷ d- 
a current-algebra calculation of their contribution to Am̂ „ is in agree
ment with experiment if the real part of the mixing-angle factor is 

**1 -2*̂ 10 -10 [15]. This is a reasonable expectation for the coefficient
of [AS]<=2 terms. But, equally reasonable the imaginary part should be 
comparable to the real part; unless something special happens, all CP- 
violating phases are expected to be order one. This produces c^l, three 
orders of magnitude too large!

This is one of the most serious problems facing the general program 
of constructing dynamically broken electroweak gauge theories. It empha
sizes once again the need for a model realistic enough to have a non-trivial, 
CP-nonconserving solution to vacuum alignment. Only then can one criti
cally assess the magnitude of the ]As[^2 problem. A possible resolution 
of the )AS) =2 problem will be outlined below.

We have stressed that the structure of Gg and the pattern of its 
breakdown determines, in principle, the CP-transformation properties 
of the low-energy quark interaction. Clearly, only the typa (iii)
models, those for which U^U* and have any hope of describing

23
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the observed CP violation. We should ask, then: When is
We would like to have a physical criterion for which sort of models 
will be type (iii), and which will not. So far, our only definite 
criterion is a mathematical one, already apparent in our discuss
ion of QCD: Suppose we remove the constraint proscribing chiral
transformations with G^-or G^,-anomalies, thereby generalizing

H u

E(W) to include dependence on 9_ (9̂ -9̂ ) * Then it is easy to show
that if we find that (a) with respect to W-variations, E is
minimized at W-U, 6 =0; and (b) with respect to 6 -variations, E
is stationary at 9 =0, W-U.

One class of models in which it may be possible to find U/U*,
but is suggested by tpie fact that the vacuum energy for a
vectorial Gg-theory is minimized by U=*l. Consider a model which
is vectorial in the down sector, but not in the up sector:
(t^ ) =* (t^ ), = (t^ ) , / (t^ ) Jo long as electricp,cup p,a down o,cr down p,aup. ^
charge is conserved, dowrt *^p down extremizes the vacuum energy
and, in fact, minimizes the down-sec tor contribution to E. From
Eqs.(22) and (23), this extremum has v̂, = 0. Of course, Up^ is
tied to ^  through the modularity constraints. But if these
permit E to be minimized with a trivial U . and complex U  ̂ p,down ' P,up,
the model has type (iii) CP-violation.

There is an important bonus in this scenario: it solves the
)As] =2 problem, as well as the strong CP problem. With vectorial 
sideways interactions in the down sector, it seems likely to us 
that Mp g^^will be diagonal (as well as real and positive) with 

down '"1 down =1,), down. this, examine the form Eq.(22)
takes when, in the down sector, we put t^ = t^st^ and U^=*U^ = 1:



^prr'^down % ' ^ n b E  ^Or,cs **as,pr^cr^*^^rr^!i^p<7. (30)
cr,s c?

Gauge group generators t̂  are generally such that the first term
pf)<ys

on the right side of Eq.(30) also is proportional to 6pp'* Thus, 
there are no mixing angles at all in the down sector, as well as no 
reason to expect lASl=2 sideways interactions.

In this scenario, all mixing angle) reside in the up sector.
And, in general, we would expect }ACI =*2 terms such as c^Y^u^c^Y^u^.
A crude estimate of their contribution to AM̂ , gives

AMpt,si (100 TeV)*̂  ^Mp^R. (31)

R is another (model-dependent) mixing-angle factor, and fp is the
D-meson decay constant, expected to be approximately equal to f^lOOMeV.
This gives AMpo^lO'^R GeV. With R expected to be-'-lO**̂  to 10  ̂,

othis is surprisingly close to the canonical estimate of the D -width: 
rpo = 5G^ M^/192rr^^2 X 1 0*^ GeV. In view of this, we strongly urge 
a renewed search, with high statistics, for D°-D^ mixing. Such a 
search should be carried out by the MARK III detector at SPEAR,

3utilizing the 1 charmonium state \}/" (3772).

4. Summary
Dynamically broken gauge theories of the electroweak interactions 

provide the only clear Insight to the origin of CP-violation as we 
observe it. Though the dynamically determined Hamiltonian Ko + K' 
and the ground state [o) may appear to be CP invariant, this can be 
an illusion. Spontaneous CP nonconservation can occur as a direct 
consequence of the need for vacuum alignment in any theory with both 
spontaneous and explicit symmetry breakings
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Even though a l l  vacuum angles n a tu ra lly  can be zero, there s t i l l

may be a strong CP problem, m anifested by a large imaginary p art o f

the quark mass m atrix  and a neutron e le c tr ic  d ipo le  moment d ^  which

is  e ig h t orders o f magnitude la rge r than allowed. With the Peccei-Quinn

mechanism fo r  avo id ing  strong CP v io la t io n  apparently  closed to us , the

only  p o s s ib i l i t y  appears to be th a t the energy o f the true ground s ta te

is  s ta tio n a ry  w ith  respect to v a r ia t io n s  in  the vacuum angles. I f

th is  happens, the o ve ra ll phase o f the quark mass m atrix  is  a t most 

-9
0(10 ) . We emphasize tha t th is  strong suppression is  very s p e c if ic

to models w ith  dynamical symmetry breaking, characterized  by fermion 

condensates in s te ad  o f sca la r f ie ld  vacuum expectation values.

In  the des irab le  type ( i i i )  models, CP v io la t io n  in  the e le c tro 

weak in te ra c t io n s  is  p rec ise ly  as proposed by Kobayashi and Maskawa.

Now, however, the o r ig in  o f the phases is  understood and they are 

c a lc u la b le , a t le a s t in  p r in c ip le . But there is  an even more immediate 

departure from the standard KM model: A dd itio na l sources of CP

v io la t io n , in  the quark mass m atrix  and other low-energy e ffe c ts  o f

-25^1
the sideways in te r a c t io n , seem to lead in e v ita b ly  to d ^ ^ lO  e-cm.

Thus, i f  the e le c t r ic  d ipo le  moment o f the neutron is  not found a t 

th is  le v e l, our general approach to CP nonconservation w i l l  almost 

c e r ta in ly  be ru led  out.

F in a l ly ,  in  th is  paper we have proposed a p a r t ic u la r  c lass o f 

models in  which there are good reasons to be lieve  th a t the strong 

CP problem is  solved au to m a tica lly . These "v e c to r ia l down-sector" 

models s im u ltaneously  solve the problem o f unacceptably large ]As) =2 

e ffe c ts  mediated by the sideways in te ra c t io n s . With a l l  n o n t r iv ia l 

angles and phases in  the up sec to r, i t  is  expected th a t these models



will have (AC [=2 processes such as -D° mixing. Our estimate of AMp° 
suggests that D° -5° mixing may soon be observable in etc" annihi
lation experiments.
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1. (a) The bas ic  tr a n s it io n  froiN a hyperfertnion to an o rd ina ry  ferm ion, 

mediated by a heavy sideways gauge boson.

(b) Typical graph producing a mass fo r  a quark or le p to n . The 

shaded blob represents the dynamical mass o f  the hyperferm ion. I t  

is  understood th a t a l l  possib le  g luon and hypergluon corrections 

to  the ferm ion lin e s  are in c luded .

2. G raph ica l s tru c tu re  o f  (a) A ^  and (b) . The heavy dots are

Gg-vertices. I t  is  understood th a t a l l  po ss ib le  g luon and hyper

gluon co rrec tions  to the fermion loops are inc luded .

2
3. The O (a0 n l/# ) c o n tr ib u t io n  o f electroweak in te ra c t io n s  to the 

vacuum energy. The cross-hatched blobs represent the p o la r iz a 

t io n  tensor ^ J d ^ x e " ^ '*  ( ^ ] w "^ T ^ j^ (x )  j j^ (O ) )  to) ! the vavy lin e s  

are (massless) G ^-boson propagators.

4 . C on tr ib u tion s  to  the CP-vio la tlng  p a r t  o f q ^c r^F ^q ^  . The n o ta t io n  

is  as in  F ig . l  . These graphs assume th a t the re le v an t G^-gauge 

bosons and hyparferm ions are e le c t r ic a l ly  charged.
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